
This tutorial shows you how to turn your Witches Boot into a cute Card… 

To make this Card you will need to have already made a Witches Boot – visit my blog at 
www.sarahsinkspot.com to find my free tutorial showing you how to make them! 

 

 

Take a piece of Basic Black cardstock and cut it to be 5 1/2" x 11"... 

 

Score it half way at 5 1/2"... 
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And fold in half... 

 

Set up your Big Shot & put in your bottom plate. 

Take your Holiday Stocking Die and place your folded Black card onto it - you want to take the top 
folded edge of that card, line it up & position it JUST BELOW the edge of the top of the stocking die 
shape... 

Here is mine - make sure that your folded edge is below that line - this will ensure that your folded top 
edge remains intact. 

 

Add your top plate and run it through your Big Shot - and this is what you will have... 
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See that your fold is intact at the top and you now have a cute stocking shaped card... 

 

Take the Witches Boot that you have already made and turn it over so that the reverse side is face 
up... 

Position your stocking card onto that reverse side and holding it in place with your fingers, turn it over 
so that it is right way up... 

Take a pencil and carefully trace around that stocking shape the outline of the heel area and curved 
top piece... 

 

Remove the Witches Boot and this is similar to what you will have - pencil marks at the top & 
bottom... 
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Take some very sharp scissors and whilst holding the two layers together, cut along those lines... 

 

Bring back your Witches Boot and lay it face down - lay your card ontop and check the position to 
make sure you don't need to trim any more away - the goal is not to see the card base from the front. 

 

Once happy, use strong adhesive tape such as Sticky Strip to adhere your card base to your Witches 
Boot and there you have one very cool Happy Halloween card... 
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WANT MY OTHER WITCHES BOOT TUTORIALS? 

 My basic Witches Boot Tutorial 

 My Witches Boot Treat Holder 

 And my Witches Boot Gift Card Holder 

You can find them all at www.sarahsinkspot.com in my Project Tutorials section at the very top! 

 

This tutorial was provided by www.sarahsinkspot.com - be sure to visit and check out my 
other free tutorials!  
 
Want to print out more copies of this tutorial? You can do so by visiting the Tutorials section 

on my website 
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